
Handy Tips, Solutions and Answers to
Common PC Questions
Do you have a question about a Windows Advisor article, or
need help with a computing problem? If you do, just drop
us a line by email to editorial@windowsadvisor.co.uk and
we’ll do our level best to help!

When you write, please remember to include your customer
number, your postcode, and the version of Windows you use
(Windows 10, Windows 8.1, Windows 7, Windows Vista or
Windows XP). Give us as much detail as you can about the
problem to help us understand what’s happening, and feel
free to attach a screenshot or document if you think it would
help to illustrate the problem or error.
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How Can I Save a Web Page?
Question: Every once in a while I come across a web page
I’d like to keep for reference. Besides printing it on paper, is
there any way I can do that?

Phil Dickson

Answer: There are several options available, but they vary
a little according to which web browser you use. Obviously
you want to save a file on your computer which, when you
open it, looks exactly like the web page you saved, so I’ll
start with the method I think makes the neatest job of this.

Method 1: save a ‘Web Archive’ in Internet Explorer

A ‘Web Archive’ gives you an almost-exact copy of the web
page, including its images, in a single file. Only Internet
Explorer offers this option, so if you found the page using
some other browser, here’s what to do:

•   In Microsoft Edge, click the … button at the far-right of
the toolbar, move to More tools and choose Open with
Internet Explorer.

•   In Mozilla Firefox or Google Chrome, press to select
and highlight the address of the web page, then press

+ to copy it to the clipboard. Next, start
Internet Explorer: you can do this by pressing
to open the Run dialog, type iexplore and press .
Paste the address of the page into Internet Explorer’s
address box by pressing + and press .

With the web page now displayed in Internet Explorer, press
+ to open the Save As dialog. Open the Save as

type drop-down list and choose Web Archive, single file,
and type any name you like for the file in the File name box.
Choose where you want to save the file and click the Save
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Keep a web page
on your PC for
reference

Open the page in
Internet Explorer

Save it as a 
Web Archive
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button. The result is a single file which opens in Internet
Explorer when you double-click it.

Method 2: save as a ‘complete’ web page
This option is available in Internet Explorer, Firefox and
Chrome. It saves the whole web page, including images, but
does so in a messy way: you end up with a file and a folder,
both with the same name, and must be kept together. Move
or rename either and you’ll lose the images from the page.

If you’d like to use this method, it works the same way in
all three browsers. When you find a web page you want to
save, press + to display the Save As dialog and
choose Web Page, Complete from the Save as type box.
Type any name you like, choose a location and click Save.

Although this creates a file and a folder, you can ignore the
folder: just double-click the file whenever you want to view
the page and it will open in your default web browser. The
folder contains the images and any other constituent files
from the page.

Method 3: save as a PDF
This method is almost as good as the Web Archive in
Method 1 and it’s available in any browser. It effectively
‘prints’ the web page, but into a new PDF document rather
than on paper.

In Chrome press + + ; in other browsers
press               . This opens the Print dialog: choose the
printer named Microsoft Print to PDF.

Ctrl S

Ctrl Shift P
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The ‘complete’
web page: not 
as neat!

Print to a PDF
document

If you’re using Microsoft Edge, see if there’s an option
labelled Clutter-free printing. If there is, I recommend
switching this to On, which gets rid of advertisements
and other unnecessary content.

+ Ctrl P
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Click the button and you’ll see a Save As dialog.
Type a name for the file, choose a location and click Save.
The result will be a PDF document containing a fairly-
faithful copy of the web page which you can open in any
PDF reader, or in Firefox or Chrome.

Word: Difficulty Finding and Editing Text
Question: I’ve just been trying to use Microsoft Word’s search
feature to find all the instances of a particular word in a long
document, some of which I needed to edit. It presented all
those instances in a list and highlighted the word in yellow
throughout the document – very useful. I began going through
them, but as soon as I edited one, it emptied the list and
removed the highlights. I had to search again to get all this
back. Is that really how it’s supposed to work?

Matt Tate

Answer: Very oddly, the answer is yes – this curious
behaviour is clearly intentional as the same thing happens
in every recent version of Microsoft Word.

To quickly run through the way this works, when you want
to search for text in a Word document, press + ,
which opens a ‘Navigation’ sidebar at the left of the window.
You then type the word or phrase you’re looking for. Almost
instantly, the sidebar fills with all the instances of that word
or phrase (and a little of the text surrounding it to give it
context).

At the same time, each instance of that word or phrase in
your document itself is highlighted in yellow. You can either
scroll through the document to find all those instances (with
which the highlighting helps tremendously) or click one in
the sidebar to jump straight to it.

Ctrl F

Print
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However, if you edit one of those instances – or change
something else in the document – the sidebar empties out
and the highlighting is removed, with the result that you
can no longer find your way to the next instance of the
word or phrase you searched for.

There are three possible ways of dealing with this, and I’ll
run through each:

Option 1 (annoying)

After making a change to your document, resulting in the
disappearance of the search results and highlighting, click
in the search box       at the top of the Navigation sidebar
and press or, more easily, press + again.
Word reruns the search, and the results in the sidebar and
the highlighting in your document will reappear.

Option 2 (fiddly)

When you’ve made a change to your document and the
search results and highlighting have vanished, you can still
use the pair of arrow buttons near the top of the sidebar.2

Ctrl FEnter

1

2

1
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Use the downward-pointing arrow to jump to the next
instance of the word in your document, or the upward-
pointing arrow to jump upwards to the previous instance.
The trouble is that these are tiny targets to click with the
mouse, and they involve a lot of to-ing and fro-ing.

Option 3 (often easiest)
Once you’ve made a change to your document and those
search results have disappeared, it’s simplest to ignore the
Navigation sidebar (and perhaps even close it by clicking
the little x in its top-right corner). Instead, press +

to jump to the next instance of the word or
phrase you searched for (or + to go back to
the previous instance). Edit the word or leave it unchanged,
as required, and press + again to move
to the next, and so on until you reach the end of the document.

Move a Window When You Can’t 
See Its Title Bar
Question:My Internet Explorer window has got stuck at the
very top the screen, but so far up that I can’t see the title
bar to drag it back down again! I tried shutting down the
PC as I knew that would close the window, but I’ve just
started it and opened Internet Explorer again, and it’s gone
straight back to where it was. What can I do?

Jeanette Newman

Answer: For anyone who can’t quite picture what has
happened (and has therefore been lucky enough not to have
this happen to them!), the screenshot below illustrates it.
The top of the window is off the top off the screen, so there’s
no way to maximise it or close it, and no way to drag it
back down again.

Ctrl

Ctrl Page Up

Ctrl Page Down
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At worst – as in the case pictured below – the buttons and
address box at the top of this Internet Explorer window are
off the screen too, so you can’t do anything useful with it
at all!

Luckily there’s a solution: you can move the window using
the keyboard. Here’s what to do:
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Perhaps you
can’t see
anything 
useful at all!

Move it with 
the keyboard
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Alt+Space…

…then M

Tap the down-
arrow key to
move the
window

1. First, click somewhere in the part of the window you
can see. This ensures that the keys you’re about to
press get sent into that window rather than to your
desktop or some other window.

2. Press the key combination + and a
menu will appear at the top-left corner of the
window.  Some or all of that menu may be off the
screen too, of course – just assume this has worked
and carry on regardless!

3. Next, press the (for ‘Move’) key on your key-
board. This puts the window into ‘keyboard moving’
mode (as I call it).

4. Now use the down-arrow key on your keyboard to
move the window downwards – either press-and-
hold that key or tap it repeatedly. Do this until you
can clearly see the top edge of the window.

M

Alt Space

:
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Is it a Good Idea to Use a Registry Cleaner?
Question: What do you think of registry cleaners? I found
one online which says it clears invalid entries from the
Windows registry, prevents errors and crashes, and speeds
up the PC. I didn’t know such things existed, but I also
wondered why I hadn’t seen you write about them.

Gordon Dowell

Answer: In case you haven’t heard of it, the registry is a
huge and highly-technical part of Windows where all the
settings for your programs are stored, along with the vital
details that get Windows started and keep it running.
Absolutely anything that happens on your PC involves the
registry in some way, so it pays not to mess around with it
unless you know precisely what you’re doing and have a
jolly good reason to do it!

Registry cleaners claim to have a good reason to do it. Their
claim is that the registry gains a large amount of
superfluous data, and the longer you’ve had your PC, the
more unnecessary data the registry will be storing. That’s
certainly true. Programs you use will store information in
the registry, and they won’t always delete it when it’s no
longer needed. And uninstalling a program very often
leaves behind all of its registry information.
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When you can
see it all, press
Enter

Registry cleaners
make lofty
claims

The registry is
vital to your PC

It does always
contain
redundant data

5. Now press the key. This takes the window
back out of ‘keyboard moving’ mode, leaving it
where it has just landed. It may not be quite where
you want it (or the size you want it), but you can now
see the whole window, so you can move and resize it
as you like using the mouse.

Enter
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The claims:
greater speed,
fewer errors

The truth: any
benefit is
unlikely

Risk of removing
vital data…

…or worse!

To give one straightforward example, you might install
a 30-day trial of some program, decide you don’t like it
and uninstall it. Nevertheless, the registry will still
contain details of how many of your ‘free days’ were
used. The program won’t delete that information
because if it did, you could continually use the program
for 30 days, uninstall it, and start again with another
30-day trial, thus never having to pay for it.

So the claim that the registry contains unnecessary data
isn’t a particularly controversial one, but registry cleaners
come with extra claims. They say that they’ll remove the
unnecessary data, that this will lead to fewer errors on your
PC, and that it will speed up your PC because the registry
becomes smaller, leaner and faster.

That’s where it gets far-fetched. The first time you run  it, a
registry cleaner might show a list of hundreds of items it
proposes to remove, leading you to expect a vast increase
in speed. But even removing thousands of items wouldn’t
produce a speed boost you could ever notice. And it’s
unlikely that any of those items were ever producing errors
on your PC: if they can simply be removed by the registry
cleaner without any adverse  consequences, they probably
weren’t doing anything at all in the first place!

And that leads to the first of the two risks with registry
cleaners: they might remove vital data that leaves your
system in trouble, or at the very least with a few niggles
you didn’t have before.

The second risk is that registry cleaners often come pack-
aged with malware and/or other unwanted extras. Not all
of them by any means, but many, so you have to choose
one carefully. But why carefully choose a program that does
something risky to your PC without any notable benefit? I
wouldn’t do it, and I wouldn’t recommend it to anyone else!
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New tabs open,
but you have to
click them

You can switch
tabs with a key
combination

Make it
automatic in
Internet
Explorer…

…or in Firefox

Use this trick 
in Chrome 
and Edge

Web Browsing: Switch to New
Tabs Automatically
Question: I’ve learned that I can hold the Ctrl key when I
click a link to open it in a new tab in my web browser.
However, I still have to click that tab to see the web page. Is
there a way to make my browser switch to that tab as soon
as it opens?

Mike Garrison

Answer: An alternative to clicking the tab is to press the key
combination + : this switches to the next tab to
the right, which should be the one that has just opened. But
two of the four popular browsers can be set to always switch
to a new tab straight after you press + click on a link
to open it: 

•   Internet Explorer: click the cog icon at the far-right of the
toolbar and choose Internet options from the menu. Click
the Tabs button and, in the dialog that opens, tick the box
beside Always switch to new tabs when they are created.
Click OK in the two open dialogs and you’re done.

•   Mozilla Firefox: click the ‘Open menu’ button at the far-
right of the toolbar and choose Options from the panel
that appears. Below the Tabs heading, tick the box beside
When I open a link in a new tab, switch to it immediately.
Finally, close the ‘Options’ tab.

Neither Microsoft Edge nor Google Chrome offers this
straightforward option, but there is a workaround. Rather
than just holding when you click a link (which opens
the link in a new tab, but doesn’t switch to that tab), hold

+ . The addition of the key tells these
browsers to switch straight to the new tab that has just
opened.

Ctrl

Ctrl Tab

Ctrl

Ctrl Shift Shift
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